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Patterning by morphogen gradients relies on the ca-
pacity to generate reproducible distribution profiles.
Morphogen spread depends on kinetic parameters,
including diffusion and degradation rates, which
vary between embryos, raising the question of
how variability is controlled. We examined this in
the context of Toll-dependent dorsoventral (DV)
patterning of the Drosophila embryo. We find that
low embryo-to-embryo variability in DV patterning
relies on wntD, a Toll-target gene expressed initially
at the posterior pole. WntD protein is secreted and
disperses in the extracellular milieu, associates with
its receptor Frizzled4, and inhibits the Toll pathway
by blocking the Toll extracellular domain. Mathemat-
ical modeling predicts that WntD accumulates until
the Toll gradient narrows to its desired spread, and
we support this feedback experimentally. This circuit
exemplifies a broadly applicable induction-contrac-
tion mechanism, which reduces patterning variability
through a restricted morphogen-dependent expres-
sion of a secreted diffusible inhibitor.
INTRODUCTION
Developing organisms establish spatial patterns of gene expres-
sion and cell fates using inductive molecular cues. These pat-
terns are precise and reproducible, raising the issue of how fidel-
ity is ensured, considering the multitude of signaling events
involved. For many of these processes, underlying variability in
the expression of critical pathway components, or the size of
the embryo or organ, are inevitable. This variability is normally
masked by the action of mostly unknown biological mecha-
nisms, which channel (‘‘canalize’’ [Waddington, 1959]) signaling
to a consistent and reproducible output. The capacity to produce
an invariant output in the face of stochastic or genetic variation is
termed robustness.
Buffering variability is particularly challenging in the case of
morphogen gradients, which represent a widely used strategy
for patterning cell fields. Morphogens are produced at a
restricted source, and spread to neighboring cells to elicit a
signaling response. The receiving cells sense not only the pres-Developmence but also the level of themorphogen they encounter. A single
morphogen can elicit several distinct cell fates in a concentra-
tion-dependent manner. Spatial variability in the morphogen-
distribution profile impinges directly on the allocation of cell
fates. Generating a reproducible morphogen-signaling profile
is therefore critical for reliable patterning (reviewed in Rogers
and Schier, 2011).
A combination of experimental and computational ap-
proaches has been exploited to study the basis of robust
patterning by morphogens. In fact, the capacity for robust
patterning has been used as a criterion for favoring one signaling
mechanism over others. Ourselves and others have shown, for
example, that the architecture of the signaling cascade provides
the basis for buffering variability in the levels of the core signaling
pathway components (reviewed in Barkai and Shilo, 2009). How-
ever, even if the gradient becomes robust to protein expression
levels, morphogen spread still depends on parameters defining
its length scale, including diffusion and degradation rates, which
are harder to correct for. If these rates change, the scale of the
gradient will vary and its spread will need to be readjusted.
Variation in the size of embryos or tissues similarly necessi-
tates an adjustment of morphogen spread. Such adjustment
(scaling) requires ‘‘measuring’’ tissue size, and correcting the
distribution profile accordingly. While the molecular mechanism
providing scaling may differ between pathways, a common
emerging theme is that effective measurement of tissue size
requires an extracellular feedback protein that is expressed at
the ‘‘edge’’ of the field and diffuses rapidly, to impinge on the
entire morphogen profile (Ben-Zvi et al., 2011; Hamaratoglu
et al., 2011). We reasoned that such localized feedback could
buffer not only variations in size, but would apply more broadly
to instances where morphogen levels or distribution vary be-
tween individuals. Here we explore this possibility, focusing on
patterning the Drosophila embryonic dorsoventral (DV) axis.
In Drosophila, embryonic DV patterning is initiated during
oogenesis, where the ventral follicle cells of the egg chamber
generate an extracellular matrix that facilitates proteolysis (Sen
et al., 1998) (scheme in Figure 1A). During early embryogenesis,
this initial cue serves as the basis for DV patterning via the Toll
pathway (reviewed in Moussian and Roth, 2005; Stein and
Stevens, 2014). A cascade of extracellular proteases culminates
in ventrally restricted activation of the protease Easter (Ea) that
cleaves the ligand Spa¨tzle (Spz) (Cho et al., 2012). Graded acti-
vation of the Toll receptor by Spz, whose peak defines the
ventral-most aspect, leads to a corresponding nuclear localiza-
tion gradient of the transcription factor Dorsal (Dl) within theental Cell 36, 401–414, February 22, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Inc. 401
Figure 1. WntD/Fz4 Buffer Variability in Toll Signaling
(A) Early stages of DV patterning. Modification of the ventral vitelline membrane by Pipe during oogenesis generates a permissive surface for processing of Spz
during the early stages of embryogenesis. Shuttling of the active moiety C-Spz generates a graded distribution of the ligand with a ventral peak, and following
binding to Toll, leads to a corresponding graded nuclear localization of Dl. According to its nuclear levels, Dl defines three distinct domains of zygotic gene
expression. The threshold for induction of sna expression corresponds to 50% maximal Dl nuclear localization.
(B) Cross section of a wt embryo stained for sna mRNA.
(C) Cross section of a wt embryo stained for twi mRNA.
(D) Fraction of the sna expression domain from the circumference in a population of wt embryos shows low variability, regardless of differences in embryo size.
(E) Variability of the relative size of the sna and twi expression domains inwt,wntD, and fz4mutant backgrounds. The boxed area defines the 25th–75th percentile
of the embryos, and the whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not considered outliers. Mean is in red, and median in green. Variability is calculated as
SD divided by the mean.
(legend continued on next page)
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embryo (Roth et al., 1989; Rushlow et al., 1989; Steward, 1989).
The Dl gradient sets the expression pattern of zygotic DV
patterning genes, and defines distinct domains along the embry-
onic DV axis (Figure 1A) (Liberman et al., 2009).
Using a combination of computational and experimental ap-
proaches, we recently described the mechanism by which the
initial coarse definition of the ventral embryonic domain, where
the Spz ligand is processed, leads to sharp activation gradient
of the Toll pathway. We described a ‘‘self-organized shuttling’’
mechanism that concentrates the active Spz ligand at the ventral
side, relying on diverse interactions between the pro-domain of
the ligand and the active moiety (Haskel-Ittah et al., 2012; Shilo
et al., 2013). This mechanism is robust to many parameters,
but still depends on some key kinetic constants defining its
spread. Variability in these parameters could generate embryo-
to-embryo differences in the Toll-activation gradient.
Here, we examine the precision of the graded activation of the
Toll pathway between embryos, and report that its low variability
relies on a buffering mechanism employing the zygotic, posteri-
orly localized expression of the WntD protein. WntD is secreted
and disperses in the extracellular milieu, associates with its re-
ceptor Frizzled4 (Fz4), and inhibits the Toll pathway by blocking
the extracellular domain of Toll. The levels of wntD expression in
each embryo depend on the initial Toll signaling levels, providing
a negative feedback. Usingmathematical modeling, we describe
the mechanism by which WntD buffers variability, and show that
it exemplifies a broadly applicable buffering mechanism that im-
plements an integral feedback controller. We term this buffering
circuit Induction-Contraction (InC).
RESULTS
Low Variability of Toll Signaling
For assessment of the variability of Toll signaling within a popu-
lation of embryos, it is important to find a reliable benchmark for
comparison. Since Toll signaling levels increase during the early
phases of embryogenesis (Kanodia et al., 2009; Liberman et al.,
2009), a fixed time point is necessary for measurement. Expres-
sion of snail (sna), a zygotic target induced by high levels of nu-
clear Dl, provides such a reliable parameter. sna expression is
first detected at the beginning of nuclear cycle 14 (Lagha et al.,
2013) and displays sharp borders, where the threshold for induc-
tion corresponds to 50% of maximal Dl nuclear localization at
the ventral midline (Kanodia et al., 2009; Liberman et al., 2009).
Once induced the domain of sna expression is fixed, maintaining
the boundaries of its initial induction. Measurement of the sna
domain thus provides an approximation of the shape of the
Toll-activation gradient at the onset of cycle 14.(F) Dl nuclear localization in a cross section of a wt embryo shows a sharp ventr
(G) Ubiquitous expression of wntD in nos-Gal4/UAS-wntD embryos leads to com
(H) Similar expression of wntD in fz425-1 null embryos does not perturb the norm
essential for its activity.
(I) WntD retains its activity in zygotic fz425-1mutant embryos derived from heteroz
are in excess.
(J) A wntDKO1 mutant embryo displaying an extended sna expression domain of
(K) A fz425-1 mutant embryo displaying a sna domain of 33%.
(L) A fz425-1mutant embryo displaying a twi domain of 29%. Note: The higher varia
of the wntD mutant to remove second-site modifiers.
See also Figure S1.
DevelopmFor accurate quantitation, cross sections from the center
of cycle-14 embryos were monitored for sna mRNA by in situ
hybridization, and used to calculate the relative fraction of the
sna domain with respect to the entire circumference of the em-
bryo (Figure S1). We find that the sna domain occupies 21%
of the embryo circumference, showing little variability between
embryos (12%) (Figures 1B and 1D). During this analysis we
observed considerable variability in embryo size, which can be
attributed to natural size variability, as well as to the effects of
dehydration during fixation. The relative fraction of the sna
domain from the circumference remains constant, however,
and scales with embryo size. In subsequent analyses we will
thus present the fraction of the sna domain for all embryos in a
collection, without allocation to different sizes. Staining for a
second Dl-induced mesodermal marker, twist (twi), also showed
a low variability between embryos in the relative size of its
expression domain (Figures 1C and 1E).
WntD Attenuates Variability in Toll Signaling
The low variability in sna and twi profiles may indicate a highly
reproducible function of the core mechanisms generating the
Toll gradient, or alternatively could imply that an additional buff-
ering mechanism impinges on this gradient to reduce its natural
variability. Such potential variability can only be uncovered after
the buffering mechanism is removed. We speculated that a buff-
ering mechanism could involve an early zygotic transcript en-
coding a protein that modulates Toll signaling, by either inhibiting
or elevating its activity. The secreted WntD protein serves as a
potential candidate for this regulatory role, as it is first expressed
as an early zygotic gene, and when ectopically overexpressed
leads to complete shutoff of Toll signaling (Ganguly et al.,
2005; Gordon et al., 2005).
To assess whether WntD normally participates in modulation
of Toll signaling, we examined sna expression in wntDKO1 null
embryos (Gordon et al., 2005). This background uncovered
a dramatic elevation in variability between embryos (29% in
wntDKO1 embryos, compared with 12% in wild-type [wt] em-
bryos). A significant portion of mutants displayed enlarged sna
domains of up to 48% of embryo circumference (Figures 1E
and 1J). This result clearly demonstrates considerable stochas-
tic effects of the core patterning mechanism, and underscores
the normal role of WntD in buffering variability by reducing high
levels of Toll pathway signaling.
WntD is amember of theWnt protein family of secreted ligands
that commonly mediate cell-cell signaling by binding to Frizzled
multi-pass transmembrane receptors on the receiving cells (Wil-
lert and Nusse, 2012). WntD is readily secreted, and lacks the
regulatory post-translational modifications typical of other Wntally-biased gradient.
plete dorsalization, as reflected by the exclusion of Dl from all nuclei.
al distribution of Dl, indicating that Fz4 serves as the receptor for WntD and is
ygous fz425-1 females, indicating that the maternally contributed fz4 transcripts
48%.
bility inwntDmutants compared with fz4mutants may be due to backcrossing
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proteins (Ching et al., 2008; Herr and Basler, 2012). The Fz4 re-
ceptor was previously implicated in WntD activity (McElwain
et al., 2011). To examine the involvement of Fz4 in WntD action,
we carried out an epistasis analysis. Ectopic expression of
wntD leads to a complete shutoff of Toll signaling, as reflected
by the loss of Dl nuclear localization throughout the entire circum-
ference of the embryo ((Ganguly et al., 2005; Gordon et al., 2005)
and Figures 1F and 1G). When combining WntD overexpression
with the fz425-1 null mutant background devoid of both maternal
and zygotic contributions, the distribution of Dl was similar to
that of wt (Figure 1H), demonstrating that Fz4 is obligatory for
the inhibitory effect of WntD, and consistent with the notion that
Fz4 serves as a receptor for the WntD ligand. fz4 is expressed
maternally and appears to be in excess, since the activity of
ectopic WntD was retained in zygotic mutant fz425-1 embryos
derived from heterozygous fz425-1 females (Figure 1I).
We tested whether fz4 mutant embryos also display an
increased variability in Toll signaling. Indeed, the sna expression
domain displayed a dramatic increase in variability in this
mutant background (Figures 1E and 1K), albeit lower than the
one observed in wntD mutants. Variability of the twi expression
domain is similarly affected in fz4 mutant embryos (Figures 1E
and 1L). These observations imply that signaling variability is a
fundamental feature of the Toll pathway when it defines the DV
axis, and identify WntD/Fz4 as key components of a molecular
mechanism employed for buffering this variability.
The Intersection between WntD and Toll Signaling
SinceWntD and Fz4 are not considered to be elements of the ca-
nonical Toll pathway and are thus likely to function as an auxiliary
knob, we wanted to determine where the two pathways inter-
sect. Ectopic WntD is extremely potent and can eliminate even
the highest Toll signaling levels in the embryo, at the ventral-
most region. When the domain of maximal Toll signaling was
artificially enlarged by removing Serpin27A, which normally
attenuates the activity of the Ea protease (Ligoxygakis et al.,
2003), ectopic WntD was still able to abolish all signaling, indi-
cating that it can overcome even elevated activation levels
of the normal Toll pathway (Figures 2A and 2B). To determine
the position of intersection by genetic epistasis, we combined
ectopic (inhibitory) WntD with constitutive gain-of-function
mutations in the Toll pathway.
A constitutively active form of the ligand Spz can be generated
by expressing a secreted truncated version that is devoid of
the N-terminal pro-domain (C-Spz) (Cho et al., 2010). Under
these conditions, the dorsal part of the embryo that normally ex-
presses dpp displays instead lateral genes such as ind (Haskel-
Ittah et al., 2012). As a consequence, denticle bands, a cuticular
structure indicative of a lateral cell fate, surround the entire
embryonic circumference (Figures 2C and 2D). Co-expression
of C-spz with wntD produced the typical dorsalized WntD over-
expression outcome, leading to the formation of a smooth cuticle
lacking denticles (Figures 2E and 2F). WntD is thus epistatic
to C-Spz, implying that it blocks Toll signaling by directly atten-
uating the function of C-Spz, or of elements that act further
downstream in the Toll pathway.
We next examined the consequences of expressing ectopic
wntD together with activated versions of Toll. Signaling by Toll
receptors involves formation of receptor dimers, which must404 Developmental Cell 36, 401–414, February 22, 2016 ª2016 Elsevadopt a productive conformation that can recruit downstream
cytoplasmic adaptors. Binding of the Spz ligand favors the active
dimer conformation, as does removal of the Toll extracellular
domain, generating the constitutively active variant, TollDLRR
(Gay et al., 2006; Winans and Hashimoto, 1995). Uniform
TollDLRR expression gave rise to ventralized embryos, displaying
maximal levels of nuclear Dl throughout their entire circumfer-
ence. Correspondingly, these embryos did not form a cuticle,
due to conversion of all cells to a mesodermal fate (Figures 2G
and 2H). Importantly, this phenotype is maintained upon co-
expression of wntD (Figures 2I and 2J), demonstrating that inhi-
bition of signaling by ectopic WntD cannot be achieved in the
absence of the extracellular domain of Toll. WntD is therefore
likely to function extracellularly, by blocking either the Spz ligand
or the Toll extracellular domain.
To distinguish between these scenarios, we used the domi-
nant Toll10b allele, encoding a second constitutively acting
variant of Toll. This mutant harbors a single missense mutation
within an otherwise intact extracellular domain, which results in
constitutive ‘‘activating dimerization,’’ even in the absence of
ligand (Schneider et al., 1991). In contrast to its inability to atten-
uate constitutive signaling by the TollDLRR variant, ectopic WntD
significantly reduced the ventralizing effect of Toll10b, so that the
levels of Dl nuclear localization throughout the circumference of
the embryo were only 50% of those observed following expres-
sion of TollDLRR, compatible with partial formation of lateral
cuticle (Figures 2K–2N). The capacity of WntD to attenuate
signaling by Toll10b rules out the scenario of WntD acting via
direct binding to Spz, since Toll10b acts in a ligand-independent
manner. Rather, these observations imply that WntD, together
with its receptor Fz4, affects Toll dimers directly by blocking their
extracellular domain (Figures 2O and 2P).
The restriction of WntD inhibitory activity to the extracellular
milieu is inconsistent with a distinct, and perhaps more intuitive
scenario, inwhichbindingofWntD toFz4elicits a signal transduc-
tion cascade that influences an intracellular step in Toll signaling.
Accordingly, constitutive activation of canonical Wnt signaling by
knockdown of shaggy/ZW3 (Siegfried et al., 1992) had no effect
on normal Toll signaling (Figure S2). Similarly, the lateralizing
hyperactivation of Toll signaling that is achieved by eliminating
Cactus, an intracellular inhibitor of Toll signaling that sequesters
Dl in the cytoplasm (Isoda and Nusslein-Volhard, 1994; Roth
et al., 1991), was epistatic to WntD overexpression (Figure S2).
Reduced Toll Variability Depends on Early, Posteriorly
Localized wntD Expression
Since sna is induced at the beginning of nuclear cycle 14, we
wanted to determine the expression pattern of wntD prior to
this step, at a time when it can effectively influence the profile
of sna expression. wntD RNA transcripts are detected in
54% of early cycle-14 embryos, and are confined at this stage
to a single patch at the posterior ventral side. This pattern can
already be identified in younger embryos at cycles 12/13, and
therefore represents the very first phase in the dynamic
expression pattern of wntD reported earlier (Ganguly et al.,
2005) (Figures 3A–3C).
Previous analysis of wntD expression has demonstrated that
its compact enhancer architecture facilitates the convergence
of two orthogonal signals (Helman et al., 2012; Figure 3D). Aier Inc.
Figure 2. WntD/Fz4 Block the Toll Extra-
cellular Domain
(A) Knockdown of spn27a in nos-Gal4/UAS-
spn27a RNAi embryos leads to ubiquitous distri-
bution of activated Ea, and uniformly high nuclear
levels of Dl.
(B) Co-expression of wntD in this background
was still able to overcome the increased activation
of the Toll pathway and give rise to exclusion of
Dl from all nuclei, highlighting the potency of
ectopic WntD.
(C) Lateral (dark-field) view of the cuticle of a
wt embryo. The lower, ventral aspect displays
prominent bands of denticles, contrasting with the
smooth appearance of the upper, dorsal surface.
(D) Cuticle of a nos-Gal4/UAS-C-spz embryo. Such
ubiquitous expression of moderate levels of C-Spz
leads to lateralization of the embryo, reflected by
the formation of denticle bands around the entire
embryo circumference.
(E) nos-Gal4/UAS-wntD embryos are dorsalized,
as reflected by the absence of denticle bands.
(F) Upon co-expression of C-spz and wntD, the
embryos remain dorsalized, indicating that WntD
inhibits either C-Spz itself or elements downstream
to it.
(G and H) Expression of constitutively active Toll
lacking most of the extracellular domain, TollDLRR,
leads to uniform and high activation of the Toll
pathway, resulting in strong ventralization of cell
fates. This is reflected both by the absence of
cuticle (G), and prominent nuclear localization of
Dl (H) around the entire circumference, as all cells
acquire a ventral-most, mesodermal fate.
(I and J) This ventralized phenotype was retained
upon co-expression of wntD, indicating that WntD
operates at the level of Toll or upstream to it.
(K and L) The dominant Toll10b allele leads to
similar ventralization of the embryo.
(M and N) However, some attenuation of the ventralizing effect was achieved upon co-expression ofwntD, as indicated by the appearance of cuticle and denticle
bands, and a 50% reduction in the uniform level of nuclear Dl. This effect indicates that WntD interacts with Toll to block the binding of C-Spz or receptor
dimerization.
(O and P) Schematic representations of Toll signaling and the mechanism of WntD/Fz4 inhibition. (O) Binding of C-Spz to Toll triggers Dl nuclear localization. (P)
WntD binds Fz4 and is presented to the extracellular domain of Toll, to block its association with C-Spz or dimerization, thus interfering with signaling into the
embryo.
See also Figure S2.binding site for Dl provides sensitivity to Toll signaling, whereas
a binding site for Capicua (Cic) allows signaling only when
this repressor is removed, following its phosphorylation by
mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK). MAPK signaling first
takes place at the embryonic termini, following activation of the
Torso pathway (Gabay et al., 1997). Thus, signaling by Torso de-
fines a highly restricted domain within the embryo, where the
levels of Toll signaling can be sensed by the wntD enhancer. At
the anterior end, substrate competition for MAPK phosphoryla-
tion between Cic and Bicoid leads to a delay in alleviating
Cic repression (Kim et al., 2011). Thus, posterior expression of
wntD precedes expression at the anterior. Finally, the wntD
enhancer contains a consensus binding site for Zelda, a general
facilitator of early zygotic gene expression (Foo et al., 2014). We
assume that in the embryos that do not expresswntD at early cy-
cle 14, the levels of Toll signaling are below the required wntD
threshold. This result is in accordance with the size distribution
of the sna domain in wntD mutants (Figure 1E), where 50% ofDevelopmthe embryos retain values that are within the narrow range of
wt embryos, and hence do not appear to require buffering.
Since wntD has a dynamic expression pattern (Ganguly et al.,
2005), it was imperative to demonstrate that the earliest phase of
its expression is the one responsible for modulating the vari-
ability in Toll signaling. Torso signaling is required only for the first
phase of wntD expression, at the embryonic termini (Helman
et al., 2012). We therefore monitored the variability of the sna
domain in embryos laid by homozygous torso1 or torsolike4 (tsl)
mutant females. The degree of sna variability in these mutants
was similar to or even higher than that observed in wntDmutants
(Figures 3E and 3F). This indicates that the earliest expression of
wntD at the termini is responsible for its capacity to attenuate the
variability in Toll signaling. Notably, although Torso pathway mu-
tants prevent wntD expression only at the termini of the embryo,
the sna profile is altered throughout the entire anterior-posterior
(AP) axis, as was observed following sectioning the embryos at
their center. Therefore, local expression of wntD at the posteriorental Cell 36, 401–414, February 22, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Inc. 405
Figure 3. Early Posterior WntD Expression
Buffers Toll Signaling
(A and A0 ) A ventrolateral view of an early cycle-14
embryo; anterior is to the left. sna expression
(green) is observed ventrally, and expression of
wntD is restricted to a posterior patch (red). Nuclei
are visualized with DAPI (blue). This pattern repre-
sents the earliest zygotic expression domain of
wntD, and is the one relevant for the attenuation of
Toll signaling.
(B and C) Weak posterior expression of wntD can
be detected in cycle-12 embryos, and is increased
in cycle-13 embryos (asterisks).
(D) Scheme showing the posteriorwntD expression
domain at the intersection of the two orthogonal
pathways, Toll that targets Dl to the nucleus,
and Torso leading to MAPK phosphorylation and
subsequent inactivation of the transcriptional
repressor Cic. A consensus binding site for Zelda
(Zld) facilitates early zygotic expression. Posterior
wntD expression precedes the anterior expression
due to substrate competition for MAPK by Bicoid.
(E and F) Since wntD expression requires activa-
tion of the Torso pathway, mutants in the Torso
pathway give rise to variability in sna expression
similar to the one observed in wntD mutants. In
embryos derived from homozygous torso1 or
torsolike4 (tsl) females, a significant variability in the
size of the sna domain was observed, rising up to
45% of embryo circumference.end normally impinges uniformly on Toll signaling throughout the
entire embryo, consistent with rapid diffusion and equilibration of
proteins (including secreted WntD) within the peri-vitelline fluid
(Stein et al., 1991).
Posterior wntD expression is triggered by the intersection of
the orthogonal Toll and Torso signaling cascades. To precisely
define the boundaries of this domain, we quantified the relative
level of nuclear Dl in the posterior cells that expresswntD at cycle
14 (Figures 4A–4A00). In the most posterior cells that receive
maximal Torso signaling,wntD is expressed in nuclei that display
25% of maximal Dl nuclear localization. This represents the
threshold level of nuclear Dl necessary for wntD expression. In
the anterior-most part of thewntD expression domain, the levels
of nuclear Dl reach65% of maximal Dl nuclear localization due
to the morphology of the embryo. This value represents the up-
per limit ofwntD expression as defined by the border of the Torso
signaling domain.
WntD Buffers Variability through an Induction-
Contraction Integral Feedback Loop
We used mathematical modeling to examine whether and under
what conditions feedback through WntD can buffer the vari-
ability of the Toll-activation gradient. To this end, we modeled
the interaction of WntD with Toll and its effect on Toll-activation
levels (Modeling Supplement Figures MS1–MS3). Our model de-
scribes how embryo-to-embryo differences are buffered by a
WntD-based integral feedback we term InC (Figure 4B). It also
addresses the sources of variability in Toll signaling that are un-
masked in wntD mutant embryos.
Toll signaling (the Inducer) triggers expression of wntD (the
Contractor), but only in a domain of intermediate Toll signaling406 Developmental Cell 36, 401–414, February 22, 2016 ª2016 Elsevlevels (Figures 4A and 4B). WntD, in turn, evenly spreads
throughout the entire extracellular fluid to globally adjust Toll
signaling length scale, thus ensuring robustness. WntD binds
Toll directly, and in doing so blocks the capacity of Toll to bind
ligand, dimerize, and induce signaling. Note that, for simplicity,
we neglect WntD interaction with Fz4.
To better understand the essence of the InC buffering mecha-
nism, we first consider a one-dimensional approximation and
then discuss the InC model implementation in the embryo. For
the one-dimensional approximation we assume the following:
the wntD expression zone is restricted to intermediate areas of
Toll signaling, but WntD protein levels are nearly uniform
throughout the extracellular milieu due to rapid diffusion, and
globally affect the signaling gradient. We further assume WntD
impacts on the morphogen gradient by modulating (contracting)
its length scale and can thus approximateM(x; WntD, P) = M(x/l(WntD, P)), (Equation 1)
with M being the signaling level and l the signaling profile length
scale. l depends on WntD as well as on all other, fluctuating pa-
rameters P in the system. Following the above considerations,
steady state is achieved only when WntD stops accumulating
and thus does not modulate l further, which corresponds toM(x*/l(WntDst, P)) = TWntD, (Equation 2)
with TWntD denoting the threshold level allowing wntD expres-
sion, and x* the relevant position where wntD expression is al-
lowed (Figure 4C). Note that, in the context of the embryo,
wntD is expressed only at the pole so that, in effect, at steady
state x* > 0 corresponding to intermediate Toll signaling levels.
The main implication of Equation 2 is that at steady state, theier Inc.
level of the Dl gradient at position x* is pinned to some fixed value
that is independent of all other parameters. Since this pinning
down of the gradient at one particular position is achieved by
WntD-dependentmodulation of the gradient length scale l, it ad-
justs the profile globally to its desired pattern. The steady-state
morphogen distribution is now buffered against variation in pa-
rameters. We term this mechanism ‘‘Induction-Contraction’’ or
InC: the morphogen induces a widely diffusible molecule that
functions to narrow down (or contract) the spread of the gradient.
Clearly, this mechanism presents a general circuit topology that
naturally buffers the morphogen gradient against fluctuations in
morphogen length scale, which could be broadly applied to
other morphogen-based systems.
The full model was formulated using a set of reaction-diffusion
equations, and simulated on a curved two-dimensional surface
of an ellipsoid using forward Euler, finite difference discretization
(Figure 4D; see Modeling Supplement Figures MS2 and MS3).
The requirement of Torso signaling for wntD expression was im-
plemented by allowing wntD expression only in a restricted pos-
terior domain (Figures 4D and 4E; Modeling Supplement Figures
MS2 and MS3). Figures 4D and 4E show a simulation result, de-
picting Toll signaling throughout the embryo. For the full two-
dimensional model (see Modeling Supplement), the dynamics
of the buffering mechanism are similar to the one-dimensional
approximation: Steady state was reached when Toll activity at
the posterior-most embryonic region was reduced below the
wntD expression threshold (Figure 4D, arrows). In this manner,
the accumulating WntD effectively pinned the Toll activity levels
to the specific threshold value, at this particular location (corre-
sponding to a mid-gradient value along the embryo DV axis: Fig-
ures 4D and 4E). Since this pinning of the gradient was achieved
bygloballymodulating the gradient length scale (via extracellular,
spatially uniform WntD accumulation), the gradient adjusted to
the desired profile throughout the embryo (Figures 4F–4H).
We simulated a population of 100 wt embryos with variable
Toll signaling properties giving rise to variable shapes of the
Toll signaling gradient. In this population, wntD expression was
restricted to the pole, to recapitulate the normal noise-buffering
capacity of InC. Comparison of the middle circumference Toll
signaling profiles for these embryos and the distributions of
sna domains with the corresponding wntD mutant population
shows a considerable reduction in variability and sharpening of
the distribution in wt embryos (Figures 4I and 4J). Simulation
results for the same population of embryos, only without the
restriction on wntD expression at the pole, gave rise to Toll
signaling profiles that peak at the wntD activation threshold
(lower gray dotted line) and are below the sna activation
threshold, giving rise to global shutdown of Toll signaling (Fig-
ure 4K). Parameter values used for this simulated population
appear in Table S1.
To determine which properties significantly affect the profile of
Toll signaling and might cause variability, we incorporated the
mechanism of Spz gradient formation into our full model. In a
recent study we described a model for the canonical DV
patterning circuit, indicating that the Toll-activation gradient is
established by self-organized shuttling (SOSH). SOSHdescribed
how an initially broad ventral signaling domain is refined by
ligand shuttling, to generate a significantly narrower and sharper
Toll-activation gradient (Haskel-Ittah et al., 2012). In the currentDevelopmstudy we address the robustness of the Toll-activation gradient
formed by SOSH. We show that while being robust to most bio-
logical parameters (Figure S3), the Toll-activation gradient is still
sensitive to variations in some parameters, most notably param-
eters associated with Spz and Toll expression and function, and
the size of initial ventral pipe domain that defines the region of
Spz processing (Figure S4). We utilize these findings to compu-
tationally establish the robustness InC introduces by challenging
InC with variability in these parameters (see Modeling Supple-
ment). Of the parameters to which SOSH is sensitive, h0 and
Ttot represent protein levels for ligand and receptor, respec-
tively, and are therefore most likely to be noisy in a population
of embryos (Figure S3 and Modeling Supplement Table MS1).
We therefore mostly focused on these two parameters when
testing InC as a variability buffering mechanism. Our 2D surface
numerical analysis of the model confirms that WntD-dependent
feedback buffers the Toll-activation gradient against fluctuations
in all model parameters (Figures 4D–4J and S4–S6).
The AP Signaling Gradient Depends on Embryo
Morphology
The accuracy of variability buffering by InC depends on wntD
expression being restricted to the same lower signaling level
area in each embryo. This occurs when the decline in Toll
signaling along the AP axis from middle to terminus is similar
throughout the population (for this analysis we neglect Torso
variability, which was measured to be low [Figure 5I]). To show
this is indeed the case despite Toll variability between embryos,
we compared the signaling decline along the AP axis in the simu-
lated population. The similarity of the AP gradients in bothwt and
wntD populations indicates that variability in signaling levels
and wntD induction do not significantly affect the AP gradient
(Figure S6). We can therefore conclude that the AP decline of
Toll signaling is largely shaped by embryo morphology that is
similar in the population, allowing InC to effectively buffer
variability.
Variable Toll Signaling Induces aCorresponding Level of
wntD mRNA
According to the InC model,wntD expression reduces variability
by accumulating extracellular WntD protein until the Dl gradient
attains its desired level. Thus, we expect early wntD expression
to be highly variable among embryos, reflecting the initial (unbuf-
fered) irregularities in Toll signaling. Conversely, wntD expres-
sion levels should be reduced later to an approximately uniform
expression in the population, reflecting only the residual ex-
pression remaining once the desired steady-state profile of Toll
signaling is achieved. We examined the variability in wntD
expression by staining embryos for wntD RNA. Cycle 14 em-
bryos can be staged with high temporal resolution according
to the shape of their nuclei (Lecuit et al., 2002). We focused on
embryos staged to the first 15 min of cycle 14, identified by the
shape of their DAPI-stained nuclei in transverse sections taken
at their center (Figures 5A–5C). Sections encompassing the
posterior ends of the same embryos were isolated, and the
number of nuclei expressing wntD (displaying masked DAPI
levels) was quantified (Figures 5D and 5D0).
As expected, we find a large initial variability in the size of the
posterior expression domain among embryos expressing wntD,ental Cell 36, 401–414, February 22, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Inc. 407
Figure 4. Restriction of Posterior WntD Expression Generates an Integral Feedback Loop
(A–A00) A lateral view of a cycle 14 embryo (anterior to the left) stained for wntD RNA (red), Dl (green), and nuclei (DAPI, blue) shows that wntD expression is
confined to the posterior pole. (A0 and A00) Higher magnification views show that within the domain ofwntD expression in this embryo (A0), nuclear levels of Dl (A00)
range from65% of the maximal (ventral-most) levels to25% near the posterior pole (arrowheads), reflecting the border of the Torso signaling domain and the
threshold of nuclear Dl for wntD expression, respectively.
(B) Scheme of induction-contraction integral feedback loop.
(C) Temporal dynamics of the Toll-activation gradient as it is shaped by InC in the one-dimensional approximation. At t1,wntD expression is induced by the global
Toll signaling gradient only in the restricted wntD expression zone which is defined by x/L > x*/L and indicated. The size of wntD expression domain at t1 is also
(legend continued on next page)
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ranging from 30 to 80 nuclei (Figures 5D, 5E, and 5J). The
intensity of wntD expression within these cells appeared similar,
indicating that alteration in WntD levels is achieved primarily by
modulating the number of nuclei that will express this gene.
We wanted to examine whether the initial levels of Toll
signaling determine the domain size of wntD expression, in a
background where WntD would not impinge on its own expres-
sion. The experiment was carried out in fz4 mutant embryos,
where WntD cannot affect Toll signaling. Cycle 14 embryos
were double stained for wntD RNA and Twi protein, and each
embryo was dissected at the posterior end to determine the
magnitude ofwntD expression zone, and at the center tomonitor
the size of the Twi domain. We find a strong correlation between
the level of Toll signaling and the size of the wntD domain,
implying a causal relationship (Figures 5F–5H).
Because early wntD expression integrates orthogonal inputs
from the Torso and Toll pathways, we wanted to test whether
themeasured variations are indeed associated primarily with dif-
ferential initial Toll activation, as suggested by their tight correla-
tion (Figure 5H). To monitor variability resulting specifically from
Torso signaling, we measured wntD expression in embryos
where Toll signaling is high and uniform throughout the entire
embryo, following expression of the TollDLRR construct. In these
embryos, wntD is expressed at the termini throughout the ante-
rior and posterior caps (Figure 5I). When the size of the posterior
domain (reflecting the level of Torso signaling) was determined,
by counting the nuclei in the longest horizontal row expressing
wntD (Figure 5I0), it showed a low level of variability between em-
bryos, indicating that the Torso pathway is not a major contrib-
utor to variability in wntD expression (Figure 5K). Furthermore,
incorporating this level of variability in Torso signaling into our
simulations leads to only minor effects on wntD expression
(Figures 5L and S6). We therefore conclude that the observed
variability in wntD expression primarily reflects differences in
Toll signaling, consistent with its predicted function as the buff-
ering molecule of this cascade.
Variability in wntD Expression Is Reduced over Time
A key prediction of our model is that variability in wntD expres-
sion will be reduced in time. The levels of wntD at the onset ofdetermined by Toll signaling levels, whichmust be above the threshold TWntD. The
line below the plot. WntD protein diffuses rapidly and spreads uniformly through
and giving rise to the narrower signaling profile at t2. WntD accumulation stops at
such that the signaling levels in the relevant zone are below the TWntD threshold.
(D) Numerical solution for Toll-activation levels on the curved surface of a three-d
the color bar. The posterior restriction of wntD expression confines it to lower le
(E) Black: Toll-activation levels at themidline of the AP axis (corresponding to blac
(red circle in D). Both plots are on a relative length axis: position divided by the l
(F) Simulation of different initial levels of Toll signaling, and the resulting activation
as 0. Note that presence of WntD makes the activation gradient of Toll sharper,
(G) Simulation of the kinetics of WntD accumulation in the peri-vitelline fluid follo
(H) Kinetics of Toll signaling defining the borders of sna expression, following hig
(I) Middle circumference Toll signaling profiles for 100 simulated embryos with vari
embryos are black (each mutant embryo has the same parameters as a correspo
half-maximal signaling value than thewntD embryos. This property corresponds
lines represent the sna induction threshold (upper line) and wntD induction thres
wntD expression in (A).
(J) Variability of the relative size of sna expression domains in 100 simulated wt a
(K) Middle circumference Toll signaling profiles for the 100 simulated embryos fr
See also Modeling Supplement, Figures S3–S6.
Developmits expression correspond to the initial variable Toll signaling.
However, the subsequent expression domain of wntD depends
on and responds to the eventual, robust gradient. We therefore
monitored the number of nuclei expressing wntD in wt and
fz4 mutant embryos, which were carefully timed during the
first half of cycle 14. In the first 10–15 min, wt embryos showed
a high variability, ranging from 30 to 80 nuclei. This variability
was then dramatically reduced to 30–50 nuclei. In contrast,
fz4 mutant embryos, which are oblivious to WntD, displayed
the same high level of variability throughout this period (Figures
6A and 6B). These results suggest that the feedback res-
ponse of wntD expression is evident during the beginning of
cycle 14.
Gene dosage alterations of wntD are expected to affect the
production rate of the WntD protein. However, if the feedback
response to wntD expression is effective by early cycle 14, as
we predict, changes in wntD gene dosage would not alter the
final outcome of sna expression domain. wntD gene dosage
should only affect the length of time that the feedback requires
to reach steady state, speeding up the buffering process for
three copies and slowing it down for one copy. This is indeed
seen in our numerical simulations (Figures 6C and 6D). Wemoni-
tored experimentally the sna expression domain in embryo pop-
ulations carrying one or three genomic copies of wntD. We find
that the sna domain remains highly similar to that of wt embryos,
when comparing both the mean expression domain and its vari-
ability between embryos (Figure 6E) as predicted by our model.
DISCUSSION
The early Drosophila embryo is surrounded by the peri-vitelline
fluid, which provides a highly diffusible extracellular environment
and thus constitutes a unique setting for execution of patterning.
It is challenging to spatially restrict active extracellular compo-
nents such as the protease Easter and processed ligand Spa¨tzle
in this environment (Ligoxygakis et al., 2003; Haskel-Ittah et al.,
2012). On the other hand, rapid diffusion may facilitate global
dispersion of other locally produced extracellular signals. This
work demonstrates how the secreted WntD protein provides
a buffering system for Toll signaling. Local induction of wntDexpression zone according to these two conditions is indicated by the light-gray
out the one-dimensional tissue, globally contracting the Toll signaling gradient
t3 and steady state is reached, when the Toll gradient is sufficiently narrowed,
imensional ellipsoid representing the embryo. Signaling levels are indicated by
vels of the Toll-activation gradient (arrows).
k circle in D). Red: Toll-activation levels at the edge of thewntD expression zone
ength of the respective half circumference.
gradient in the presence or absence ofWntD. The ventral-most point is denoted
and effectively buffers variability across most of the field.
wing high or low initial Toll signaling.
h or low initial Toll signaling.
able randomized initial Toll signaling properties.wt embryos are colored,wntD
nding wt embryo). The wt embryos have more similar signaling profiles around
to lower variability in the size of the sna domain. The two horizontal gray dotted
hold (lower line). The values for these thresholds correspond to the measured
nd wntD embryos with variable randomized initial Toll signaling properties.
om (I) without restriction of wntD production to the pole.
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Figure 5. Variable Toll Signaling Induces a
Corresponding Level of wntD mRNA
(A–C) The shape and height of DAPI-stained nuclei
in a cross section provides an estimate for embryo
age at cycle 14, with a resolution of minutes.
(D) The posterior cap of a DAPI-stained em-
bryo, also monitored by in situ hybridization for
wntD mRNA using alkaline phosphatase-based
visualization.
(D0) The DAPI signal is partially masked by the
wntD mRNA visualization method, allowing for
precise quantification of nuclei within the wntD
expression domain.
(D and E) A large variability between embryos in the
number of nuclei expressing wntD is observed. (D)
and (E) are 8 and 11min into cycle 14, respectively.
(F and G) Cycle 14 fz4 mutant embryos were
stained for Twi protein, wntD RNA, and DAPI.
Midsections and posterior caps from the same
embryo revealed the size of the Twi domain
and the number of nuclei expressing wntD,
respectively.
(H) Plot of the correlation between the Twi domain
size and the number of nuclei expressing wntD
in individual embryos indicates that the initial level
of Toll signaling determines the extent of wntD
expression.
(I and I0) wntD expression was monitored in nos-
Gal4/UAS-TollDLRR embryos, where Toll signaling
was uniform and constitutive. The domain of
expression that is induced by endogenous Torso
signaling was assessed by counting the nuclei
in the longest horizontal row expressing wntD,
extending from the center of the pole cells.
(J) Variability in the number of nuclei expressing
wntD in a population of wt embryos at early
cycle 14.
(K) Toll signaling was activated uniformly and
constitutively. For most embryos six to seven
posterior nuclear rows expressedwntD, displaying
a variability that is significantly lower than the one
observed for expression of wntD in wt embryos.
Hence, the major contribution to the variable levels
of wntD can be attributed to the Toll pathway.
(L) Simulation of the distribution of sna borders,
taking into account also the variability observed for
Torso signaling, shows that a low variability in the
sna domain can still be achieved. It is dramatically
increased, however, in the absence of WntD.
See also Figure S6.expression senses the initial level of Toll signaling, and attenu-
ates Toll signaling globally by virtue of rapid diffusion and
equilibration.
Buffering Variability: The Role of Posteriorly Restricted
wntD Expression
The early patterning of the Drosophila embryo occurs along two
axes, AP and DV, which remain largely independent. One clear
manifestation of independent axial programs is that the DV
gradient of Toll activation operates properly in mutants for the
primary AP morphogen bicoid or its target gap genes. It was410 Developmental Cell 36, 401–414, February 22, 2016 ª2016 Elsevtherefore quite surprising to identify the posteriorly localized
aspect of wntD expression as the key for buffering variability in
the Toll-activation gradient. Despite this restricted expression,
buffering capacity is not confined to the posterior part of the
embryo, but rather extends throughout the embryo. Indeed,
removing either WntD or the Torso pathway, required for poste-
rior wntD expression, significantly increased embryo-to-embryo
variability in the profile of the Toll-activation gradient along the
entire AP axis. No additional functions were attributed to this
early wntD expression. What, then, could be the advantage of
restricting wntD expression to the posterior pole?ier Inc.
Figure 6. WntD Attenuates Its Own
Expression
(A and B) Monitoring the number of nuclei ex-
pressing wntD in embryos progressing through
cycle 14. Variability in the size of the wntD
expression domain is markedly reduced by
15 min in wt embryos (A), but persists in fz425-1
mutant embryos (B). Black dots are experimental
measurements of individual embryos. Gray area
denotes the calculated variability of measure-
ments over time. Upper boundary is mean + 2SD,
and lower boundary is mean  2SD. For each time
point the calculation was based on measurements
at all subsequent times. The contraction of the
gray area in (A) after 13 min indicates a decrease in
the variability of the wntD expression domain.
(C) Implementation of an integral feedback at the
relevant time frame raises the question of whether
the system would be able to buffer variations in
genomic wntD copy number. Simulations of
accumulation of WntD in embryos carrying one to
three copies show that, while the kinetics are
different, the three genotypes converge to the
same final level.
(D) Kinetics of the position of the 50% value of the
Toll gradient shows fluctuations until the eventual
convergence to the same position. Note that while
the convergence was always obtained for a wide
range of parameters tested, the actual dynamic
profile in reaching this point varied. See Supple-
mental Information for details.
(E) The distribution of the size of the sna domain
between embryos with 1, 2, or 3 genomic wntD
copies was monitored and shows a similar profile
for the three genotypes, consistent with the ability
of the system to implement the feedback loop
before the onset of sna expression. Note: Since
flies with four genomic copies ofwntDwere sterile,
the population of embryos with three copies was generated by crossingwt flies to flies with threewntD copies. Hence, only half of the embryo population carries
three copies, but it does not show a deviation in sna expression compared with the parallel wt sample, where all embryos carry only two copies.Our analysis suggests that posterior restriction of wntD ex-
pression is essential for the mechanism by which WntD buffers
variability, adjusting the entire Toll-activation profile to its desired
distribution (Figures 4I and 7). This buffering mechanism has
three main attributes. First, WntD is stable and rapidly diffusible.
Second, WntD functions globally to contract and reduce the
spread of the Toll-activation profile. Finally, induction of WntD
expression is confined to intermediate but not maximal levels
of Toll signaling. Buffering adjusts the Toll-activation gradient
as follows: a wide initial Toll gradient allows WntD accumulation,
leading to global contraction of the gradient and thereby narrow-
ing down the region inwhichwntD can be expressed, until a fixed
steady-state profile is reached. We term this circuit InC.
Notably, the ability of the InC circuit to buffer variability by
properly adjusting the gradient relies on restricting the contractor
expression domain to a region that is not exposed to themaximal
levels of Toll activation. Such confined expression is required to
ensure that expression of the contractor molecule will be fully in-
hibited whenmorphogen levels at a defined position x* > 0 within
the field decrease below the contractor expression threshold. In
this manner, the Toll-activation level at position x* is set to some
desired level. Since this pinning is achieved by modulating
the morphogen gradient length scale (by accumulation of theDevelopmcontractor), it will ensure adjustment of the entire profile. Clearly,
such pinning will lose its effectiveness if employed at the
maximal level of the gradient x* = 0, which is less dependent
on the gradient length scale, and will lead to a global shutdown
of Toll signaling.
In the case of wntD, expression is prevented from the regions
of highest Toll activation by enabling only posterior expression.
Indeed, as observed experimentally and verified by our three-
dimensional simulation, the geometry of the embryo ensures
that the highest levels of Toll activation within the posterior
pole correspond to intermediate levels (compared with the
maximal levels found in the ventral-most part inmid-embryo sec-
tions). Therefore, the geometry of the embryo plays an important
role in implementing the InC buffering circuit.
Buffering Variability using Integral Feedback: The InC
versus Expansion-Repression Circuits
The InCmechanism is conceptually analogous to the Expansion-
Repression (ExR) circuit we recently described for scaling a
morphogen gradient with tissue size, and which likely functions
for scaling the Dpp morphogen gradient in the wing imaginal
disc (Ben-Zvi and Barkai, 2010; Ben-Zvi et al., 2011). In both
cases, the feedback molecule (contractor or expander) is stable,ental Cell 36, 401–414, February 22, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Inc. 411
Figure 7. A WntD-Dependent Integral Feed-
back Loop Attenuates Variability in Toll
Signaling
Embryos initially display a large variability in
maternally based Toll signaling (gray). At nuclear
cycles 12/13, the initial level of Toll signaling dic-
tates the number of nuclei that will zygotically ex-
press wntD (green) at the posterior pole of the
embryo. Expression of wntD is confined to the
posterior pole at this stage, since it also requires
the activation of the terminal Torso pathway that
removes the Cic repressor. Although expression is
spatially restricted, the WntD protein is readily
secreted to the peri-vitelline fluid, where it rapidly
diffuses and equilibrates. Binding of WntD/Fz4 to
the Toll receptor competes with the binding of
C-Spz and dimerization, thus attenuating Toll
pathway signaling. The level of WntD will increase
until Toll signaling reaches a fixed profile where
WntD shuts off its own expression, generating an
integral feedback loop. Induction of wntD is restricted to intermediate levels of Toll signaling by the parallel requirement for Torso signaling. This generates a
regulatory topology we term Induction-Contraction, which facilitates a robust and invariable Toll signaling profile within the population of embryos, as reflected by
the fixed relative size of the sna and twi expression domains (purple). AEL, after egg laying.diffuses rapidly, and accumulates until the morphogen profile
reaches some threshold. Both globally affect the morphogen
spread by modulating the gradient length scale. ExR achieves
scaling by effectively implementing an integral feedback loop
(Ben-Zvi and Barkai, 2010; Ben-Zvi et al., 2011; Hamaratoglu
et al., 2011). This holds true also for the InC circuit: contractor
accumulation depends on the difference between actual and
desired morphogen gradient length scale (the ‘‘error’’), and its
value (the integrated error) triggers the feedback to correct this
length scale, until the desired steady-state profile is reached.
ExR and InC have opposite effects on the signaling gradient:
ExR expands the gradient, and is therefore applicable to cases
where the initial, unbuffered gradient is narrow. In contrast, InC
constricts the gradient and is thus relevant to cases where the
initial gradient is broad. This makes the InC better suited for buff-
ering variations in theDVgradient, since this early gradient begins
in a wide domain where the Ea protease is activated (Cho et al.,
2012), and must be formed and adjusted to a significantly nar-
rower domain. This refinement is achieved by restricting diffusion
of activated Ea (Ligoxygakis et al., 2003), and by a self-organized
ligand shuttling mechanism (Haskel-Ittah et al., 2012), but could
be further assisted by the InC feedback. In contrast, in more typi-
cally described cases, the morphogen spreads from a restricted
source, and its distribution should be broadened rather than con-
strained, calling for the use of the ExR module.
An additional difference between the two modules concerns
the mechanism defining the expression domain of the feedback
molecule. The expander in ExR is naturally expressed only at the
edge of the field, where it is not repressed by the morphogen.
Conversely, in the InC circuit, induction needs to be confined
to a region exposed to lower morphogen levels, thus requiring
an additional, morphogen-independent trigger, such as Torso
signaling in the case of wntD. In this sense, ExR is more general
and easier to implement than InC.
The WntD Buffering Mechanism
A critical requirement for the InCmechanism is the rapid diffusion
of thecontractor (WntD), leading to itsapproximately uniformcon-412 Developmental Cell 36, 401–414, February 22, 2016 ª2016 Elsevcentration throughout the embryo. Several features contribute to
the capacity of locally produced WntD to affect Toll signaling in
the entire embryo. The wntD gene is compact with no introns
and a short regulatory sequence, allowing for rapid transcription.
TheWntD protein does not undergo the post-translationalmodifi-
cations common to other Wnt proteins, and is hence readily traf-
ficked within the embryo and secreted (Ching et al., 2008). The
environment of the peri-vitelline fluid is highly diffusible, as was
shown by equilibration of labeled BSA within 5–10 min (Stein
et al., 1991). Finally, WntD exerts its influence directly within the
extracellular milieu following binding to Fz4 and Toll, without the
need to trigger an intracellular signaling pathway. Thus, despite
the limited time of less than an hour between the onset of wntD
expression and the induction of sna, the attenuating WntD signal
equilibrates around the embryo within the peri-vitelline fluid.
An additional requirement is that the contractor will function by
modulating the gradient length scale. In the case of WntD, our
epistasis experiments map the interaction between the WntD
and Toll pathways to the Toll receptor itself. WntD therefore in-
hibits Toll activation. Importantly, inhibition at the level of the Toll
receptor not only attenuates signaling but also provides an addi-
tional feature by specifically affecting the gradient length scale.
Our simulationsassume thatWntD inhibitsToll activitybyblocking
its extracellular domain. This not only reduces downstream acti-
vation, but also facilitates a steeper distribution of Spz. When
activeSpz is shuttled, its releasedependson the local balancebe-
tween the inhibitory Spz pro-domain (N-Spz) and accessible Toll.
Partial blocking of Toll receptors byWntDwill contribute to further
restrict release of Spz for productive Toll binding within the
ventral-most region. WntD therefore decreases the gradient
length scale in a concentration-dependent manner, as required
by the InC circuit, andmakes the Toll-activation gradient sharper.
In this capacity, it further refines the gradient of C-Spz distribution
that is generated by SOSH (Haskel-Ittah et al., 2012).
Sources of Variability
The extent of variability in developmental patterning may differ
for distinct signaling pathways or biological scenarios. Forier Inc.
example, when wemonitored the expression ofwntD under con-
ditions where Toll activation was constitutive, the size of the
expression domain at the embryonic termini depended strictly
on the level of Torso signaling, and showed only moderate
variability between embryos (Figures 5I0 and 5K). Conversely,
removal of two feedback elements participating in early embry-
onic BMP signaling uncovered a high level of inherent variability
(Gavin-Smyth et al., 2013).
The large degree of variability that was exposed in the wntD/
fz4 mutant backgrounds was surprising. This variability was
observed between embryos, but not within the same embryo,
whencomparingdifferent positionsalong theAPaxis.What could
be the source of variability in Toll signaling?While variability in the
levelsofmaternal transcripts encoding thecomponents of theToll
pathwaymaybe involved,weview thisoption as less likely.Quan-
titation of variability of the number of bicoid transcripts that are
deposited into individual eggs has demonstrated a relatively low
variability of only9% (Petkova et al., 2014). Sincemostmaternal
transcripts are present in the egg in about 1 million copies,
randomfluctuations in their levels arenot likely toplayasignificant
role. We are currently exploring the possibility that fluctuations in
the size of the domain where pipe is expressed during oogenesis
(Sen et al., 1998) provide a major source of variability (Figures S3
and S4). Other possibilities include size differences between em-
bryos or between the developing oocytes. Importantly, the InC
circuit we described buffers against all of these forms of vari-
ability, making the gradient essentially independent of many
different stochastic, genetic, or environmental variations.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Probes and Antibodies
Probes and hybridization for sna or twiwere carried out as in Haskel-Ittah et al.
(2012). Fluorescent in situ hybridization was carried out with an RNA fluores-
cein isothiocyanate (FITC)-labeled probe that was synthesized with T7
enzyme. For fluorescent detection, an anti-FITC-horseradish peroxidase
(HRP) conjugated antibody was used. The wntD expression domain was de-
tected via a digoxigenin (DIG)-labeled DNA probe, followed by anti-DIG-alka-
line phosphatase conjugated antibody and substrate detection (Roche), or
fluorescent detection using anti-DIG-HRP or anti-DIG-alkaline phosphatase
conjugated antibodies according to Shwartz and Zelzer (2014). Hybridization
was carried out at 55C for DNA probes or 60C when an RNA probe was
used. For simultaneous detection of RNA and protein, the embryos were
treated according to Helman et al. (2012). Anti-Dl antibodies were used (mouse
1:25, Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank), followed by anti-mouse Alexa
488 secondary antibodies (1:800, Molecular Probes). Rat anti-Twi antibody
(obtained from E. Wieschaus) was diluted 1:500, followed by anti-rat Alexa
488 secondary antibodies (1:800, Molecular Probes). Signal enhancer (Molec-
ular Probes lot #1453392) was added to all fluorescent stainings.
Fly Strains
wntDKO1 (Gordon et al., 2005), fz425-1 (McElwain et al., 2011), nos-Gal4, UASp-
wntD (Gordon et al., 2005),UASp-spn27a RNAi (used at 29C, obtained from P.
Ligoxygakis), and UASp-C-Spz-GFP (Cho et al., 2010). TollDLRR (Winans and
Hashimoto, 1995) was cloned by PCR, inserted into a UASp-attB plasmid,
and integrated into the AttP40 site. Other strains were Toll10b, UAS-sgg RNAi
(TRIP GL002977), UAS-Cact RNAi (VDRC 34775), torso1, and torsolike4. To
generate flies carrying three copies of wntD, we integrated attB-P[acman]-
CmR-BW-09A09carrying thecompletewntDgenomic region into theAttP2site.
Modeling Approach
The governing reaction-diffusion equations for the model were numerically
solved using a standard (forward Euler) finite difference scheme on the surfaceDevelopmof an ellipsoid that represents the Drosophila embryo. This surface was
meshed using a MATLAB implementation of the Delaunay triangulation
routine, and the Laplace-Beltrami operator was calculated using the cotangent
weights scheme, implemented in the MATLAB Toolbox Graph (Peyre, 2007).
Simulation Scenarios and Parameter Values for Main Text Figures
For Figures 4D–4H, full model equations were solved and temporal dynamics
or steady state were plotted. The parameters used were based on Table S3.
For High and low Toll signaling sets, 10% to h0 and Ttot values were added/
subtracted, respectively. For Figures 4I–4K, 100 wt embryos were simulated:
for each embryo all parameters were set to Table S1 values and variability was
added toh0 and Ttot by randomly drawing h0 and Ttot from a normal distribution
with a mean of standard h0 and Ttot values (Table S1) and an SD of 15% times
the respective mean. This ratio between the SD and the mean was denoted
in % as the variability percent. The respective 100 wntD embryos were
generated by setting bw = 0. For each embryo middle circumference signaling
was calculated (Modeling Supplement Figure MS3). In Figure 4K, restriction of
WntD production to the pole was not implemented.
For Figure 5, 100 wt embryos were simulated, for each embryo all parame-
ters were set to Table S3 values, and variability to h0 and Ttot with a 15% vari-
ability percent was then added. Also, for each embryo the x location of the
Torso border was chosen by randomly drawing from a uniform distribution
with minimal and maximal values that correspond to the respective values
measured in vivo (Figure 5H). The respective 100 wntD embryos were then
generated by setting bw = 0.
For Figure 6 full model equations were solved, and temporal dynamics
of WntD accumulation and the location of 50% signaling were plotted. The
wt parameter set was based on Table S3. For three or one genomic copies
of wntD, bw was multiplied by 1.5 or 0.5, respectively.
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